ROTARY CLUB BALI SEMINYAK BULLETIN July 11, 2018
July 11 is ‘World Population Day’. Pres Erika shared its most significant objectives:
family planning, gender equality, poverty, maternal health and human rights. Projections
tell us we’re on a worldwide population growth curve…and it’s likely many people will
need care, support…and for some, protection.

Pres Erika welcomed members who attended the meeting…Sally, Marilyn,
Marie Francoise, Manfred, Alex J., Anita, Patrick M., Florian, Alex P.,
Mario, Jorg, Gerard and Trevor. Alex P was our Sergeant at Arms for
today, in charge of the BELL, raffles and introducing our guests.

Alex P introduced our guests. We look forward to seeing them again.
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Always a joyful event, Patrick Le Provost was inducted as our newest Rotarian
member. Patrick comes to us with a long and successful history in hotel management.
He has held executive positions in France, and now in Bali. Welcome to Rotary Club
Bali Seminyak, Patrick. And we also wish to thank Mario for sponsoring Patrick.

Bastille Day was celebrated on July 7 at the Trans. Marie Francoise was the hostess
with Alex J at her side. Great turnout and lots of fun…Moulin Rouge was the theme.
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From Munich Germany, Oliver shared pictures of a flag exchange at RC of Munich.
While Oliver is in Munich he is actively seeking financial partners for a Global Grant
titled ‘Enhancing Maternal Health Care with Bumi Sehat, Bali’. We couldn’t have a
better representative working on this project…and you’ll get all the details about this
Global Grant project at our July 25th meeting.

Do YOU want to do a project but maybe not sure how to begin? Anita proposed a ‘how
to’ outline for developing and submitting club project proposals and her Power Point is
attached. The Project Committee will be asking for your input and keeping you up to
date as guidelines are refined so you’ll be hearing more at coming meetings. In the
meantime, do think about proposing a project of your very own.
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Heads up! A vocational tour is scheduled in place of our lunch meeting on July 18.
We’ll be touring Yayasan Puspadi Bali where so many of our disabled community
members go for help... at no cost. We’ll see how prosthetics are built and fitted,
physiotherapy is administered, wheelchairs are adjusted (little kids keep growing and
their wheelchairs need to ‘grow’ with them), and more. We’ll be able to admire the bus
RCBS bought for this remarkable foundation…if it isn’t out and about delivering services
to patients.
In addition to working with the disabled, Puspadi Bali has recently become the
manufacturing center for the Soap for Hope project. Maybe we’ll go home with a bar of
soap?
Director Pak Latra has brought a gazillion awards to this foundation…and you’ll note
that all the staff are themselves disabled. You won’t want to miss this tour. Here are the
details for attending.

More heads up! Directly following our vocational tour, the Projects Service Committee
will hold its first committee meeting. Members are Chair Anita, Dr. Patrick M, Jeni
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John T and Marilyn. All RCBS members and interested guests are welcome to attend.
Here’s when and where the committee will meet.
TIME:
12:30 P.M.
ADDRESS: Batu Jimbar Café
Danau Tamblingan No.75
Sanur, Denpasar
We missed singing a loud and slightly out of tune Happy Birthday to
Patrick V K. Patrick was doing his own singing at the Do Re Mi
National Plus School, welcoming returning and new students as the new
semester begins.
And we now have four Patricks in the club, so please excuse the
identifying initials.
Pres Erika attended District 3420’s Grant Management Seminar on July 6 and 7 in Java.
She came back with all the latest information about Global Grants and District Grants.
The Rotary Foundation sets the standards for these projects that define how they are
managed. Both Global Grants and District Grants are funded by club member donations
to The Rotary Foundation.

Guest speaker Ida Bagus Agung Partha Adnyana, Director Bali Tourism Board,
graphically explained how the Center for Controlling Operations has re-organized to help
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travelers if Mt. Agung erupts and again forces an airport shut down. Much of this
carefully choreographed plan is based on ‘lessons learned’ when the airport closed for
several days last year and confusion prevailed. Staff has spent long hours on debriefings
and detailed review of the difficulties encountered then and how they can be better
managed. The result was a Standard Operations Procedure to take care of travelers
affected by airport closure. Travelers can rest assured that in the event of a future airport
closure, they will receive a complementary night at their hotel, free transport to other
open airports and help from a huge team at the airport.
A copy of the Power Point presentation is attached and for those who frequently travel, it
might be worthwhile to keep a copy. All the telephone numbers and contacts you might
need are in this Power Point.

Thank you to our very first TRF donors this Rotary Year are RCBS members Gerard
and Sally A perfect lead-in to our next Guest Speaker, PDG/DRFC Al Purwa.
Guest Speaker PDG/DRFC Al Purwa explained how donations to TRF come back to
clubs and why these donations are so important to clubs.
CLUBS NEEDS BIGGER FUNDS FOR LARGER
PROJECTS
TRF HELPS CLUBS THROUGH: DISTRICT GRANTS,
GLOBAL GRANTS, AMBASSADORIAL
SCHOLARSHIPS, AND OTHER GRANTS
CREATING SUSTAINABILITY OF SERVICES TO
HUMANITY
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Humanitarians like Warren Buffett and Bill and Melinda Gates have donated MILLIONS
of dollars to The Rotary Foundation to do ‘Good in the World’ and to help Rotary clubs
do large projects. The Gates Foundation places special emphasis on eradicating
polio…now getting close to that goal, but not there yet.
Making donations on-line via the Rotary International website www.rotary.org has been
made way easier to use and Al’s Power Point tells you how to do it. AND, don’t forget
Oliver is our TRF chair this year and will gratefully accept your donations and get them
to The Rotary Foundation.
PDG/DRFC Al closed his presentation with kind words about YKIP, an NGO that
focuses on scholarships for poverty level children. Again, perfect timing for our club
‘cause we’re doing a District Grant with this NGO and presented it to the club on July 4.

Couldn’t resist sharing what a relaxed Rotarian looks
like…meet transferring Rotarian Trevor Jarrett.
Welcome to RCBS Jarrett!

Would you believe it? Anita won the Raffle prize AGAIN! She’s
a magnet for winning raffle tickets.

OMG! Lunch was sooooooooooo delicious! Wish I could have asked for seconds. If
you missed this meeting you missed a real foody treat.
And as Pres Erika ended the meeting she again shared worthwhile words of wisdom.

LIFE IS SHORT. SMILE WHILE YOU STILL HAVE TEETH.
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Yours in Rotary,
Sec Marilyn, Erika and Yohana
Attachments:
Projects Proposal Process via Anita
Crisis Mitigation Center via I.B. Agung Partha Adnyana
The Rotary Foundation via PDG/DRFC Al Purwa
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